
EU Emergency Services Tested and Approved 

Cost Effective - Reusable Many Times 

Simply Fill Even With Untreated Flood Water

No Costly Sand Filling Or Clean-Up

Labour Saving & Less Costly To Store Than
Rubber Barriers

No Heavy Equipment Required

Easy to Transport & Store

Protecting  
municipalities 

from floods

Keeping open  
vital roads  

and rail links

Protecting vital 
energy  

facilities

Protecting local  
businesses and civil 

locations in emergency 
situations 

+420 739 672 339

RAPID H2O 
Mobile Flood Protection 

Easy to Handle & Light Weight But Solid

Barrier consists of the highest quality welded galvanized steel frame and the most 
durable specialized multilayer polymeric material.

YOUR SAFETY MATTERS



Flood Protection
RAPID - H20 barrier is the ideal solution to protect 
from flooding.

The trend to build on floodplains has introduced the threat 
of floods and has become a major concern for cities, towns, 
residential and business areas. Often the threat of flooding 
allows little time for planning. In addition to Emergency Services 
dealing with more flash floods; climate change is also causing 
more devastating floods close to rivers and oceans. As a result it 
has never been more important for governments to be prepared 
to act fast in the event of costly disruptive floods.

RAPID H20 barrier can be stored by any Local 
Authority and can be deployed immediately and 
efficiently in response to this threat. The units can 
be filled quickly with clean or untreated fresh or salt 
water directly from the flooding source for rapid 
deployment. Clean up and removing RAPID H20 is the 
simplest compared to any alternative available on 
the market today. It can also be used on all surface 
types such as gravel, grass, pavement or concrete.

RAPID H20 is engineered and designed to protect 
from low to high flooding experienced around the 
world. 85% of flood damage is caused by less than 
25 cm of water. RAPID H20 5 metre sections of 
steel reinforced 1 metre high, 1 metre deep weigh 
5 tons when filled with water. It is robust enough 
to outperform all other water filled mobile barriers 
providing the desired flood protection that is required 
to do the job for the widest possible range of flood 
events.     

With changing climate, flooding is becoming more common.

RAPID H2O 
Mobile Flood Protection 

+420 739 672 339

RAPID H20 is now bringing a new, faster and more robust water based solution for 
effective flood protection thanks to its unique features and benefits.

YOUR SAFETY MATTERS


